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H" SPACES ON BOUNDED SYMMETRIC DOMAINSO

BY

KYONG T. HAHN AND JOSEPHINE MITCHELL

1. Introduction. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain in the complex vector

space CN and 0 e D. Any bounded symmetric domain D, furnished with the

Bergman metric M, is a hermitian symmetric space (D, M) of noncompact type

and is necessarily simply connected [3, p. 311]. Let Y be the group of holomorphic

automorphisms of D; Y is transitive on D and extends continuously to the topo-

logical boundary dDof D [7, p. 269]. The isotropy group Y0 = {yeY : y(0)=0} of Y

is a compact subgroup of Y and contains no normal subgroup of Y. Thus D can be

identified with the coset space r/T0. This realization of bounded symmetric

domains enables us to study the structure of D, using the algebraic machinery of

Lie groups. Any bounded symmetric domain may be represented as the topological

product of irreducible bounded symmetric domains; the class of irreducible

bounded symmetric domains consists of four types of classical Cartan domains

and two exceptional ones.

A bounded symmetric domain D is circular and star-shaped with respect to the

origin, that is, tze D when ze D and t eC with \t\ ^ 1 [7]. It has Bergman-Silov

boundary b which is circular and invariant under Y [7]. The group r0 is transitive

on b [13, p. 922] and b has a unique normalized r0-invariant measure p, which is

given by dpt=V'i ds„ V the euclidean volume of b and dst the euclidean volume

element at te b.

A complex-valued function h: D -> C is harmonic on D if Ah=0 for each

T-invariant differential operator A of the hermitian space (D, M) [6, p. 340].

Yor p>0 the Hardy space //"is defined on D by

H" = H"(D) = |/:/holomorphic on Dand sup  ip f \f(rt)\'dsX'" = M < ooj

and the space ñ" by

fí* = fí'(D) = {/ :/holomorphic on D and |/(z)|" £ h(z) onD,he S(D)},

where

§ = §(£>) = |ä : h(z) = £ P(z, t)i(t) dst = (P„ </>)„, zeD,$e I(¿)|,

P(z, t) the Poisson kernel of the domain D.
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In §2 we give several properties of the spaces H" and H" and prove that these

spaces are equivalent for bounded symmetric domains. Rudin pointed out this

equivalence for C1 in [8]. In §3 we show that Hp is a Banach space for/>¿ 1 and a

complete linear Hausdorff space for 0<p< 1, thus generalizing the results for the

unit disc [11]. §§4 and 5 consider properties of linear functionals on Hp. For other

treatments of Hp spaces (p= I) on bounded symmetric domains see [6].

2. Properties of the spaces H" and Hp.

1. Let

Dr — {rz : 2 e D},       bT = {rz : z e b}.

Since D is star-shaped with respect to 0, Dr<^D if 0<r< 1 and limr^i Dr = D.

Also any compact subset K of D<= Dr for some r < 1.

Theorem 1. Let u(z) be defined on D, and r(0 = t/(r¿p-1). Then u e &(DT) if

and only ¡five &(DR).

Proof. This follows since under the transformation z = r~1£,R, u(z) = (Pr¡z, <f>)br,

<f> eL(br), goes into v(Q = (PR.„ t/>)bR, where t/j(v)=<l>(rvR'1) eL(bR) and conversely

(Ffii2 and Prz the respective Poisson kernels of DR and DT).

Theorem 2. A function ue$¿(D) is harmonic on D.

Proof. By definition the Poisson kernel is

(1) P(z,t)=\S(z,-t)\2/S(z,z),

where S is the Szegö (or Cauchy) kernel of D. By [5, p. 88]

oo m¡c

(2) S(z, r)=2     2 W(z)WU),       ((z, t)eDxb),
k=0     v=l

where {<£(vk>} is a complete orthonormal system of homogeneous polynomials on D,

orthonormalized with respect to b, and </>0=(b00)=V~1. Since the convergence of

series (2) is uniform on compact subsets of Dx D [5, p. 89], S(z, i) is holomorphic

in (z, t) on D x D and continuous on Dx D. In particular, S(z, z) is holomorphic

in (2, z) for ze D and from (2)

(3) S(z,z)^\Mz)\2^V-\

By the Weierstrass theorem [4, p. 6] D¡S(z, t) is holomorphic on Dx D and

continuous on Dx D and D%S(z, z) is holomorphic in (z, z) for ze D. Thus the

derivatives D2kP(z, t) are bounded on Kxb, Ka compact subset of D, and by the

Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem Asu=(AzPz, <£) = 0 (A=A£ at z), since

P(z, t) is harmonic in z for z e D, t e b [6, Theorem 3.5].

2. Equivalence of Hp and j)p.

Lemma 1. Let u be a plurisubharmonic (psh) function on D and set uT(z) = u(rz)

forO<r<l andze D. Then

(4) ur(z) S (P„ ur).
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Proof. Since u is psh on D, ur is psh on D for r < 1. Thus

(5) ur(0) á i- r uT(teie) dd
¿TT J0

for t e b [10, p. 73]. Let y e Y and y(z) = 0. Set Ur(w) = ur(y-\w)). Since psh functions

are invariant under biholomorphic mappings [10, p. 81], Ur is psh on D so that

UT(0) satisfies (5). Integrate over b and use Fubini's theorem

(6) Ur(0) V*j¿j dst £" Ur(te") dd = ± £" dB j Ur(te«) dst = j UT(t') dsv,

since b is circular and ds, = dst> under t' = teie. Thus

ur(z)£y ^uT(y-\t'))dst..

Set t=y~1(t'). Then b=y~\b) and by the invariance of the measure P(z, t) dst

under y

(7) ( 1 / V) dst. = F(0, t ') dsv = P(z, t ) ds,

[6, p. 339]. Thus (4) follows.

Lemma 2. The function

(8) M(r) = ± jjf(rt)\> dst

is a monotone nondecreasing function ofir on [0, 1).

Proof. Since/is holomorphic on D,fT is holomorphic on D and |/|p is psh on

Dforp>0 [10, p. 74]. As in (6)

(9) / = ¿ £ dst ÇJ \f(rte«)\> dd = £ \f(rt)\> dst = VM(r).

By the definition of psh, |/(Ar)|p is subharmonic with respect to A in every com-

ponent of the open set Ot ={A : Ai e £>}. From [10, p. 62] the function

(10) m(rt) = 1- f l/ír/e'")!» dd,
¿■T* JO

which is the mean value of a subharmonic function, is a nondecreasing function

of r and convex with respect to log r for all t. By (9) and (10) for r< r'

M(r) = 1 j m(rt) dst = y j m(r't) dst = M(r').

Also M(r) is convex with respect to log r in (0, 1).

Theorem 3. Forp>0,fe H" if and only iffe H".
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Proof. Since |/|r is psh on D for/?>0, (4) holds for |/|p, 0<r< 1.

Let fie H". Since dst is a finite Borel measure and b is circularly invariant, by a

result of Bochner [1, Theorems 2, 3] there exists a function >/>, measurable on b, such

that

lim [ \f(rt)-*(t)\p dst = 0.
r-l Jb

Since Pz(t) is uniformly continuous and nonnegative on the compact set b,

(11) Hm f \f(rt)-t(t)\»P(z,t)dst = 0.
r-l J&

From (11) follows by Minkowski's inequality forp^ 1 and the inequality

(12) (a+b)p S ap + bp,

a,b = 0and0<p<l [11] that

(13) lim (Pz, l/l") = (Ps, \4>\p).
r-l

In particular since F(0, t)=V'1 for t eb,<p eLp(b). Letr-*- 1. From the continuity

off on D and (4) and (13) follows

(14) 0 S \f(z)\p = lim |/(2)|" < lim (Pz, \fi\p) = (Pz, |-A|>) = u*(z).
r-l r-l

Since u*e$(D),feß".

Remark. (14) is proved in [12] with reference to [1] for a method of proof of

inequality (4) for |/r|". However no details are given in [1].

Conversely let fie Ñ". Then \f(z)\pSh(z) = (Pz, </>), <j>eL(b) and hence |/(/)|p

SK(t) on D for r< 1. Integrate over b and use Fubini's theorem. Then

£ |/r(/)|* dst Syj^ hr(t) dst = yjjb P(rt, v)t(v) dsv dst

= y £ m dsv = n(0) <  00,

since P(rt, v)=P(rv, t) for v,teb [5, Theorem 4.5.2] and /,,P(rv, t) dst=l. Thus

fieHp.
Another necessary and sufficient condition that/e H" is given by

Theorem 4. Let z0e D andf be holomorphic on D. Let r, 0<r< I, be such that

z0 e Dr. Then fie HP(D) if and only if there exists a constant B(z0), independent ofr,

such that

(15) (PZ0, \fir\P) S B(Zo).

Proof. The necessity of (15) follows from the uniform continuity of PZo(t) on b

and Lemma 2, namely

(16) (PZ0, l/l") S max PZo(t)VM(r) = by(z0)VM(r) < by(z0)MV = B(z0).
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Conversely, let b2(z0) = mintebP:,0(t); b2(z0)>0 since PZo(t)>0 on b. Proof. For

any t e b there exists a holomorphic automorphism yt of D which takes z0 -> 0

and b-*b. Let t^-t'. By (7) F2o(r)>0. Since teb was arbitraryP2o(t) >0 on b.

Then by (14)

fb \fr\'dst < b2\z0)(PZ0, |/r|") á b2\z0)B(z0)

so that/e Ä*.

3. The topology of H" spaces.   For p > 0 set

Remark From (2.14) with z=0 and Lemma 2 follows ||/!|P = w*(0)1,p, where

u* e $(D).

Forp^ 1 the triangle inequality follows for/, ge H" by Minkowski's inequality

and properties of sup. ForO</>< 1 Minkowski's inequality does not hold but (2.12)

applied to / g gives

(D ll/+í¡Sáll/ll?+W5     (0 </?<!).

Lemma 3. Let fe H". For any z e D there exists a constant C(z), depending on

z, p, and D but not onfi such that

(2) |/(z)| = C(z)\\f\\p.

For any compact set K of D there exists a constant C=C(D, K, p), depending on D,

K and p but not onfi such that for zeK

(3) \f(z)\ = C\\f\\„.

Hence if \\f—fn\\p -> 0 as n —> oo, thenfn -*• f uniformly on compact subsets of D.

Proof. From (2.8) and (2.14) follows \fr(z)\pubx(z)M(r)£bx(z)V\\f\\> for ze D.

Letting /■-* 1 gives (2) with C(z)= K1"'Z>l(z)1,i'. If K is a compact subset of D,

then

\fr(z)\» Ú maxP(z, OH/115 ■ C>(K, A/>)||/||?
zeK

and (3) follows when r -*• 1.

From (2), ||/||p=0, implies/(z)=0 on D and conversely. Thus //p is a metric

space for /?^1 and satisfies all the axioms except the triangle inequality for

0 <p < 1. As usual a subset O of H" is said to be open if for every/, e O there exists

P>0 such that{/: i|/-/o¡|P</>}c:0; for^^ 1 this gives the usual topology induced

by the metric. It is easy to prove that the Hausdorff separation axiom holds. Thus

H" is a linear Hausdorff space. From the last statement of Lemma 3 the complete-

ness of H" follows by well-known procedures from the completeness of C\ the

triangle inequality forp^ 1, and inequality (1) for 0</>< 1.
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Hence:

Theorem 5. For p- 1 H" is a Banach space and for 0<p<l a complete linear

Hausdorff space.

Theorem 6. H" is equivalent to a closed subspace of L"(b) (that is, there exists an

algebraic isomorphism a of Hp onto a closed subspace of Lp(b), the isomorphism

being norm-preserving).

Proof. From the monotonicity of M(r) and (2.14) with z=0 follows

I/I, = Jim M(rrp = (1 ^ MOI" At)1" = Ml-

Define a mapping o by a(fi)=if>. From ||/||p= \tb\p follows o is 1-1 from Hp onto a

subspace of Lp(b). Also o(Hp) is closed in Lp(b) [11, p. 802].

A final property is that H" spaces are perfectly separable as follows by the same

proof as in [11].

4. Linear functionals. Let y be a functional in Hp. Then y e (Hp)* if and only

if y is bounded on the unit sphere in H". Topologize (Hp)* by setting ||y||

= supOT=i \y(f)\. Then (Hp)* is a Banach space [11]. The class [L"(0, 2tt)]* of

linear functionals on Lp(0, 2-rr), 0<p<l, contains only the zero functional but, as

in the case of the unit disc, (Hp)* contains other elements [11]. Set

/„%(/) = d/n\)Dlf(z),       v = 1,..., mn,   Dl = ¿»/ftgi. ■ -dz»/,     .

where mn is the number of derivatives of order n. Similar to Theorem 6 in [11], we

obtain precise bounds for the norms ||y¡¿%||. Such bounds will be used in the proof

of Theorem 9 and later papers.

Theorem 7. y<» e (Hp)* (n=0, 1, 2,... ; v = 1,..., mn) for z € D and

(i) |yo.«l ̂  I/O-'*)2"",

rNI2 y 112

(2)        ||y&|| S ni(rnz-r]r3(\-rn^N'p {Z^(Z»-" ^Jl1*       (« > 0),

(Znr=(rny2)"1/2z), where r„ 0<rz< 1, depends on z only andrn2 is the value ofir

on (rz, I), which minimizes the right side £>/(8). (Ifz=0, replace rz by irn_2.)

Proof. (1) and (2) imply that y^l e (Hp)*.

Proof of (1). Fix r, e (0, 1). By (2.4) applied to \firi\" and (2.16)

15-(3) \firi(z)\p S maxP(z,i)V\\

From (2.1) and (2.2) and the fact that «ft*0 is homogeneous of degree k

P(z,t) = S(z,z)-1 lim 2 ^Xzr-'yWdV
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where r is chosen so that zr'1 e D. By the maximum principle and Schwarz

inequality the right side is

g S(z,z)-1 lim max   J   WOT'"   2   \^\t)\2r*
»       &b    k = 0,v

g l/F(l-r)2"

by (2.3) and [5, Theorem 4.5.1]. Since D is circular and star-shaped, it is clear that

there is a unique rz 6 [0, 1) such that z e Du and z £ Z)r for r < r2.

Thus

(4) KM) S \IV(\-riT;

and from (3) and (4)

|/ri(z)| á(l-r«)-"»|/|r

(1) follows by letting rx -» 1.

Proof of (2). Since/is holomorphic on Dr for r< 1, the Cauchy integral formula

gives/(z) = (Sr,2, /)(,,, (z e F>r), Sr,j the Szegö kernel of DT. By [4, p. 7, Corollary 2]

D* and J"^ can be interchanged, giving

(5) \D»f(z)\ g f  |Z)?Sr(z, f)| 1/(01 <*t ̂ max |Z)?5r(z, /)| f   1/(01 dst.
Jbr tsbr J¡,r

But

5r(z,o = 2e>(/-1zW('-io = 2^fc)(zw>(/-i0'-k,
fc,v Jc.v

where the convergence is uniform for z e compact subsets of Dr and í e bT. By

Weierstrass's theorem [4, p. 6]

D-Sr(z,i)=   2   D«4>«\z)W(r~rrt)r-k =   £   -Wi-ï'ïWfr-1»)^*

if z, #0, e 5rjc A- By the Schwarz inequality

|z>;sr(z,oi2á  2 l-W^^wftVZl^i'-vWijV
Cgx kan.v \r I    k,v \" I

< rNK((rrA-ll2z)

V(r-rA«

where ^n(Z) = 2*>n.» |¿W(Z)|a. If z=0, r2 can be replaced by \r, say. Now if

t e bT, then / e DT and £ Z)„ for p<r. Thus in (4) we can take rt = r for all r. Hence

by (3) with rx = 1 and (4)

(7) |/(0I * ll/llp/d-rr".
Using (6) and (7) in (5) gives

(8) \Dnf(z)\  < —_-_    "  V    '    II/"II ÍZ = (rr )"1/2')n-^wi = ,      Y>y\   r\2Nip \u \\p      \^    V'A     z)-
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On (r,, 1) the function

Y(r) = r»'3(r-rz)-NI3(l-r)-2NIP&'ll3(Z)

is positive and continuous and -> oo as r -> 1 ~ and -*■ r£, where 0 < £^!2(zrz x) S oo.

Hence Y(r) assumes its minimum value on (rz, 1) on the compact set Ia = {rz+a,

1 — a} if a>0 is sufficiently small, and this minimum value is positive. Suppose Y

assumes its minimum value at r=r„jZ. Since Zn>r = (rn>zrz) ~ 1,2z e D, Sfn(Zn¡T)

= D2%S(Zn.r, Zn,r) and (2) follows.

Corollary 1 [11]. There exists a countable collection of linear functionals

{nn} onH" such that ififeH" andfi^O, then there is an n with i?n(/)^0.

Proof. Let z0e D and set -qn = yn 2o. Since /=¿ 0 on D, by the identity theorem

/(z)^0 in any polydisc neighborhood N of z0c D. Hence by the power series

expansion of/in N some derivative DZof(z0)¥zO. Thus y„,So(/)#0.

Theorem 8. Let F={fieHp : y(f) is bounded on F for fixed y e(Hp)*}. Then

there exists B>0, independent off, such that

(9)

(a) \y(f)\ S B\\y\\,

(b) \fi(z)\ S B/(l-rz)2N'p,

DI/1/2..N/2

(C)    Wi:\(fi)\ S „!(,-„ z-rz)™(l"- rn z)2»>p ̂"5(Z"-" Z"-^1/2       (" > °)>

(Zn.r = (rn.zrzyll3z)fior all fie F. (//z = 0, set r0 = ^rn.0.)

Proof. The proof of (a) uses only functional analysis and is the same as the

proof of Theorem 7 in [11]. Inequalities (b) and (c) follow by setting y=y^z and

using (1) and (2).

5. Weak convergence. A sequence {fn}<^Hp converges weakly to feHp,

/„ -> wfi if limn y(/„)=y(/) for every y e (Hp)*. By Corollary 1 the limit is unique.

The following lemma is more general than necessary but has some independent

interest. Let As be a polydisc of radius R and center 0.

Lemma 4 (Vitali's Convergence Theorem for C). Let {/„} be a sequence of

holomorphic functions on the closed polydisc AB, which are bounded independently of

z and non AB. Alsofi -> a limit as n -*■ oo on a set {z'} with limit point 0 and such that

for each j, 1 SjSN, {z'¡} is an infinite set. Then {/,} tends uniformly to a limit on

compact subsets o/AB.

Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case N=2. Then/,, holomorphic on AÄ,

has a power series representation

fn(z)=   2   afkh{zi        (ZGÄB),
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where the convergence is absolute and uniform on compact subsets of AK. Follow-

ing the proof in [9] for N= 1, we show that limn al$ exists for each/ k and equals

aik, say. By Schwarz's Lemma [2] and the uniform boundedness it follows as in [9]

that {a(ôo} is a Cauchy sequence and hence convergent. The function

ssk*) = 2 «aw-1 = fÁZi>y-a™
/Tí Zy

(zit¿0) satisfies the same hypotheses as/„(z).

Proof. The functions fn(zy, z2) are holomorphic and uniformly bounded

independently of n and Zj on the closed disc |za| S R- Also 0 is a limit point of the

set (z'i) and limn/n(zi, z2) exists. Thus by Vitali's convergence theorem for N= 1,

limn fn(zy, z'2) exists uniformly on compact subsets of |zi|</?. Since also

limz-2^ofn(zx, z'2)=fn(zy,0), the hypotheses of the Moore-Osgood theorem are

satisfied so that lim„ lim¿^0 fn(z'x, z2) = limn/n(zi, 0) exists. Thus lim gfo(z')

exists. Also gy7^ is holomorphic on AB with a removable singularity at Z!=0. Now

\gyno)(zy)\S2MR-1on \zx\ = R so that by the maximum principle \gly¿(zy)\ S2MR'1

on \zy\ S R- Hence similarly as for {ago}, limn af¿ exists. By an analogous argument

limn ajj' and limn aty exist for ally'^ 1. Next set

(1) gfi(z) =  f 4M-4Ï-» = /^■^-/^■0)-/n(o.r2)+/B(o,o)^
/.fcl 1 Z1Z2

g\ny(z) satisfies the same hypotheses as/„(2). limn gxni(z') exists since the four limits

on the right side of (1) exist. Also g\nl is holomorphic on AB if ZyZ2¥=0 and is locally

bounded in the neighborhood of points (zx, 0), (0, z2), (0, 0) since

limgïïiz) = 2 «ff«!"1 = zïl[8fn(zu0)/dz2-8fin(0,0)/dz2]
2J-0 j=\

for Zi#0 and similarly for the other two limits. Thus by Riemann's theorem on

removable singularities [2] gy"? is holomorphic on AB. Also on c = {z : \zt\ = R,

7=1,2}, \gyny\z)\S4MR~2 and by the maximum principle for polydiscs [giV(z)|

S4MR~2 on AB. Thus as above lim„ ai"1 exists. Similarly limn a$> exists.

Finally we show that

OO OO

(2) lim   2  <*Í4=   2  a*z''Z2-

By the Cauchy inequality for derivatives [2] and the uniform boundedness follows

la'í'l SMR~¡'k and hence \ajk\SMR''~k. Thus the series on the right of (2)

converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of As. Now given e > 0

there exists K=K(a, e) such that

J:+i (tt)' < ***   Á'-m¡   (CT>0)'
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;,k = 0

<e

and N=N(K, e) such that for n>N

K> - aik\ < \-eBK,       BK = (^fczr)2       (j,k = \,..., K).

Then

CO CO

2  af¿z{zk2-   2  oikz{zi

2  (a&>-a,*M-3  +(   2     2+2     2   \<-aik)z{zt\
j.k = 0 \j = K+l   k = 0 J = 0   k = K+l/

s 2 i<#-«.i*«+.w( 2   2 + 22 )(*?)'(*?)*

for « > N. Thus (2) holds and Lemma 4 is proved.

We have

Theorem 9. Iffn -> wf in Hp, then limn /„(z)=/(z) uniformly on compact subsets

ofiD.

Proof. Since limn y(fn)=y(f) for y e (//")*, M/„)} is bounded independently of

n. From inequality (4.9b) follows \fn(z)\ ¿B(l -r)-2""1 for z e D„ which bound is

independent of n and z. In particular y0%z(fn) -*■ y0,z(f), that is, /n(z) ->/(z) for

z g A- Hence by Lemma 4, /n(z) ->/(z) uniformly on compact subsets of A

(r<l). Hence /n(z) ->-/(z) uniformly on compact subsets of D. (Lemma 4 was

proved for a polydisc but the compact set Dr can be covered by a finite number of

closed polydiscs and the conclusion of Lemma 4 will hold for A also.)
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